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 FEATURE: JANUARY 2007
Rashmi Ghandi - Archer

Archery is an unusual sport, usually seen in the movies, and
history books rather than at the local sports club, but Rashmi
and Rajesh Ghandi are crazy about it. Rajesh says “Once
you start this activity you will be mad about it. It is a very
exciting and powerful game.” As I sit in their Salmiya living
room looking through Rashmi’s archery scrapbook her eyes
glow with excitement as she talks about the sport. Rashmi
was a three time state champion in Rajasthan and a
competitor at the National Games in Faridabad, Kolkata and
Jamshepur.

She became interested in the sport at 16 after watching local
archers practice. She managed to convince the coach to let
her try, and after landing 3 out of 5 of her arrows on the target
her first time shooting; the coach took her under his wing. Within a year she won the
district championship in Dungarpur and later became state champion in Jaipur. She went
on to become a coach herself, teaching archery at MVLU College, the Patkar College of
Arts and Science, the National Cadet Corp as well as opening her own archery club with
her husband in Mumbai.

“Archery helps your concentration, your physique, it’s good for your posture, your eyesight
and is an excellent breathing exercise.” Says Rajesh as he demonstrates the proper
stance for holding a bow. “You don’t hold it like they do in the movies; you have to draw it
across your body.” He says as he pulls an invisible string from his outstretched arm all the
way across his body. Archery is a sport of technique. “A good archer is one who can hit on
the same point every time, aiming is just an alignment.” Rashmi explains as I ask about

what makes a good archer. “You need to have a lot
of energy and stamina you shoot 100 practice
arrows in the morning and then another 100 arrows
in the evening. During a competition you shoot 144
arrows, plus your practice arrows in one day.”
Archery is both a physically and mentally
demanding sport, with competitions lasting 12
rounds and targets ranging in distance from 30 –
90 meters depending on skill level, age and
gender.

Rashmi looks wistful as she shows me pictures of
the archery club she ran with her husband in Mumbai. Sunday morning classes were very
popular and they attracted enthusiasts of all ages. Children as young as 8-10 are able to
learn archery, she explains “as at this age they are strong enough to draw the bow and are
mature enough to respect the bow and arrow for what they are. Once you string the arrow
it has enough power to go through your body. It takes at least 3 months to really learn the
basics, along with lots of practice and small adjustments; this is a long term game.”
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THE BRITISH EXPAT
FOOTBALL ASSOCIATION

The British Expat Football
Association organizes football
activities for all ages in Kuwait. 
The emphasis is on
participation and enjoyment for
all. Adult 5-a-side football takes
place at The British School of
Kuwait every Monday evening
from 19.00 to 20.30. Teams
are formed each week on
arrival and normal 5-a-side
rules apply with continuous
play off surrounding walls and
ballplayedbelow head height. 
Two large outdoor, covered
courts are available and
everyone is able to play
between 6 and 8 games of 6
minute duration – a
guaranteed great work out to
help shed those excess
pounds!  

Tel: 5621701 ext 139
email: mif@bsk.edu.kw
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Since coming to Kuwait a year ago Rashmi has hoped to start teaching archery again, and
has had interest from resorts and schools around Kuwait. However, she has encountered
difficulties in importing the bows and arrows necessary for training as they are classified as
weapons. She is hopeful that regulations will change in the future and she will be able to
start teaching again. 

To learn a bit more about archery, or to get in touch with Rashmi have a look at her
website: http://www.geocities.com/rashmi_archer/mywebpage.html
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